This is one of a series of Resource Letters on different topics intended
Everybody is aware that gravity is a mysterious force that pulls things downward, is universal, and is somehow the key to understanding the universe. Everybody is also aware of the more subtle phenomenon of inertia, by which it is hard to move heavy bodies, or to stop them once they are in motion; inertia is also popularly felt to be mysterious and fundamental.
The popular ideas about gravity and inertia come partly from common experience and partly from scientific thought and speculation. Common experience teaches everyone that heavy bodies normally tend to move down and that heavy moving bodies are hard to stop, but says nothing about the cause of these effects. The mystery associated with them comes from centuries of philosophic and scientific speculation, and has only been partially resolved in this century. Today we would say that masses follow geodesic paths in the curved geometry of space-time, and that this is why heavy bodies move downward and planets follow the paths they do. The interpretation of gravity as geometry leads naturally to cosmology as a branch of gravitation theory, so that there is some justification for the popular notion of gravity being central to the understanding of the universe. Inertia is less well explained by reference to the influence of distant masses, or to electromagnetic mass.
Our word gravity and its more precise derivativegravitation come from the Latin word gravitas, from gravis (heavy), which comes ultimately from a still older root word hypothesized to have existed because of numerous cognates in related languages: for example, compare the Old English word grafan (grave), the Old Slavicpogreti (to bury), Sanskrit guru (weighty, venerable), and Greek barys (heavy, grievous) among others. These words have in common meanings of heaviness, importance, seriousness, dignity, grimness: the modern sense of a field of attraction did not appear until Newton's time. Indeed, for Galileo, Newton, and scientists up to this century, gravity was only an empty name for the phenomenon, a fact that they were well aware of.
Inertia has a somewhat more modern derivation. It may be traced to its Latin roots in + ars, hence iners, meaning unskilled or artless. Kepler first applied the word in a phys-ical sense, but not with the modern meaning: he used it only for bodies at rest. Galileo discovered the law of inertia, but did not name it. Newton gave the word inertia its modern sense in the Principia: "A body, from the inert state of matter, is not without difficulty put out of its state of rest or motion. Upon which account, this vis insita may, by a most significant name, be called vis inertiae, or force of inactivit y... ."
Both gravity and inertia have had central roles in the development of physical science, particularly in the discovery of the laws of motion and cosmology. In antiquity, the motion of falling bodies as understood by Aristotle was taken as evidence for the geocentric theory of the universe. As more precise observations of the motion of falling bodies and projectiles were made, it became apparent that some property internal to the body was necessary to account for its continued motion; the medieval theory of impetus came from this. Still more precise observations led to Galileo's discovery of the law of falling bodies and of inertia; finally, Newton extended the law of gravity to apply to the planets, and found the laws of motion to apply to them as well as to terrestrial objects. Now gravitation was evidence for the Copernican theory rather than the geocentric one.
Since Newton's time this history has repeated with variations. Better measurements revealed a; anomalous motion of Mercury, which was not accounted for by Newton's theories. Einstein's general relativity accounted for this and other effects as well; the result being that the motion of Mercury is now generally regarded as being evidence against Newton, if not absolutely in favor of Einstein.
It would be premature to judge entirely in favor of general relativity or any other theory of gravitation. This is certainly the opinion of the many people doing experimental work to verify or disprove it. Testing modem gravitational theories is a difficult task. because the differences between predictions of the competing theories are usually small fractions of the total gravitational force, and on any laboratory scale the total gravitational force itself is very weak. Because gravity is such a weak force, scale is very important, and many experiments are only observational, as with planetary and stellar orbits; the laboratory-sized experiments that can be done, are necessary among the most sensitive, precise, and interesting in physics. This adds to the excitement of the field.
This resource letter lists references that are intended to summarize the status of gravitational experiments, and includes historically interesting, background, and current material. Some theoretical material is necessarily included, both as background and as part of the experimental papers, and we have excluded some related experimental topics as being not quite in the subject area. Interested persons may want to refer to the topics of black holes, 3' background radiation, gamma ray bursts, the object SS-433, supraluminal velocities, and others included in the general subjects of general relativity, cosmology, and gravitation. Many of the references were selected because thev contain further references; these we have placed at the beginning of each section. Otherwise the order, if any, is chronological. We have tried to avoid duplication of material in related Resource Letters, which include "Resource Letter GR-1 on General Relativity" [Am. J. Phys. 36 
I. JOURNALS
The most recent published results on any scientific subject usually appear in journals; gravity is no exception. We have roughly grouped the journals below according to the frequency of appearance of articles on gravitational experiments, as determined from Physics Abstracts and citations. The first half-dozen journals account for a majority of early reports of experiments and results, and are also most often cited as references; still a significant number of important articles appear elsewhere.
Physical 
CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS
Conference proceedings and reports usually contain a lot of related material including review articles, research status reports, and descriptions of existing and proposed experiments. Consequently they make good references. The following proceedings contain the highest concentration of material on gravitation and inertia although much of it is highly specialized.
International Conference on Gravitation and General Relativity
There have been nine of these conferences at several locations. The latest is reported in 
Proceedings of the Enrico Fermi School of Physics

Texas Symposium on Relativistic Astrophysics
The latest of these symposia is reported in 
TEXTBOOKS AND EXPOSITIONS
Most texts on the theory of general relativity include a section or two on experimental tests, and for the most part we have excluded them as being referenced elsewhere. The texts and expositions below either are largely about experiment, or discuss a lot of experiments, or are randomly selected. 
IV. CURRENT RESEARCH TOPICS
The most active current research areas of experimental gravitational physics are the fields of pulsars and quasars, spacecraft tracking, gravitational wave detection, gravitational lens effects, orbital tests of general relativity, the equivalence principle, the gravitational constant, and elementary particle interactions with gravity. We begin by listing some fairly general review articles, then a breakdown by category of experiment, which is intended to include both historically interesting publications, important results, and a sampling of current papers.
A. General review articles
A fairly complete discussion of experiments up to 1973 is included as part of the material in Ref. 17. The following papers should be helpful for becoming familiar with the field since then. We have selected these according to quality and/or number of additional references they contain. In addition to the basic division into theory and experiment, gravitational research may be further subdivided into astrophysical and laboratory measurements. The astrophysical measurements often determine the parameters of gravitational theories to good accuracy (usually in complete agreement with general relativity) in spite of the unknowns of dealing with natural bodies. The laboratory measurements give the added certainty ofdealing with controlled circumstances at the expense of being rather difficult.
Deflection of starlight
This is one of the classical tests of general relativity but the field is by no means exhausted, as the following current research topics show. The original measurements (below) were bv no means conclusive. as discussed in Ref. 46 and others. At present, precise measurement of the positions of radio objects such as pulsars gives the most exact measurements of starlight deflection. The double quasar 0957 + 561A, B is widely regarded as due to an intervening gravitational lens. These are some recent reports. 
Binary pulsar
Since its discovery in 1975 the binary pulsar (there are now at least two) has been recognized as potentially very important to gravitational theory. Because of the large masses involved and the closeness of the system, general relativistic effects such as perihelion advance should be greatly enhanced. ~~~a r e n t e n e r~~ loss of gravitational radiation has recently made this object an interesting topic. These are experiments involving bodies in the solar system that are much more accessible than those outside; i.e., they can be "touched" either physically or by active instruments such as radar. This gives an extra degree of confidence in the results, and allows detection of some effects that cannot be measured in objects at stellar distances. The subclass of experiments, using space probes either freeflying or "anchored" to planets, is providing some extremely sensitive variants of the classical experiments, such as signal retardation in a gravitational field. Precise tracking of spacecraft is providing some of the best estimates to date of many PPN parameters and has the potential for detecting gravitational waves. 
